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Abstract
One of the characteristics in software development is that software systems require changes once
they are deployed in an operational environment. When the software is being used by the intended audience it is almost inevitable that errors are found, requirements change or new requirements emerge because of changes in the business processes. Depending on the nature of
these modifications and the life-time of the software, the impact on the existing software will vary
from simple error solving to complete architectural transformation.
In this paper the architectural transformation is presented of stand-alone applications, redesigned
into thin-client/server architecture to improve the application’s flexibility, interoperability, performance, distribution and scalability. The strategy proposed in this paper is a decomposition of
the original application in which functionality is categorized and distributed in N-tier client/server
architecture. The client application only contains the user-interface while the remaining functionality is split across multiple server applications.
The software that is subject for redesign in this paper is a recently developed Point-Of-Sale application, initially designed as a stand-alone application. The goal of redesigning the application is
to reduce the front-end hardware requirements, improve the application’s flexibility and make the
application applicable for a wider range of usage. The redesign approach is evaluated by implementation of a proto-type Point-Of-Sale application, which has proven that an N-tier client/server
Point-Of-Sale application is a feasible solution and leads to a very flexible and highly scalable
application.
Keywords: Client/Server architecture; Legacy Applications; Middleware; .NET Remoting; Software reengineering

Introduction
Since the early eighties, at the time that personal computers where introduced in a computer industry that was dominated by mainframe computers, the technology of client/server computing
started to emerge for sharing data and applications across a network of computers. During the
evolution of client/server computing
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interoperability, performance, robustness, distribution and scalability.
The aim of this paper is to evaluate possibilities and propose a strategy for redesigning a standalone application to client/server architecture in order to adopt the architecture’s advantages. The
necessity for this project has come from a recently developed Point-Of-Sale (POS) application.
This application was originally designed to operate in a stand-alone environment to ensure the
application’s availability, even in case of infrastructure failure. Although this design choice has
resulted in a robust solution, the application requires a significant amount of hardware resources
in order to obtain reasonable performance. These hardware requirements limit the usage of the
application to high-end desktop computers while customers in retail business demand a more
flexible and wider range of usage. Examples of customer demands vary from usage of network
computers in order to reduce the costs of infrastructure, to usage of Tablet PC and Pocket PC as
mobile POS units for assistance in peak seasons.
The flexibility of the POS application can be accomplished when moving to thin-client/server
architecture as this will reduce front-end hardware requirements and opens new opportunities.
The advantages of a client/server POS application:
• Less resources of POS hardware required;
• Flexibility in client applications. For example pre-scan units where customers can scan their
products themselves instead of the cashier;
• All POS units have identical product and price information because they share the same information resource;
• Easier and faster replacement of POS units because (product) information does not have to be
downloaded to the local machine;
• Additional POS units can easily be added in peak seasons.
The obvious disadvantage of the client/server solution is the dependency of the network infrastructure. To achieve equal availability in the new application more effort and complexity is required in infrastructure by adding redundant components.
The goal of this paper is to examine client/server architectures and possible solutions for redesign
of existing applications to this architecture, and to propose a strategy to redesign the POS application. For evaluation of the proposed strategy, the feasibility of a client/server POS and the technical aspects of the implementation, a proto-type application is developed. This proto-type application can be used in future as a model for implementation of the current application.

Redesign Approaches
Reengineering and redesign of applications has become a very important discipline in software
engineering, especially in the area of legacy (mainframe) applications. Although the software application in this project can not be considered a real legacy application, it only exists for three
years, the years of experience in reengineering and redesigning legacy applications is an important source of information for this project.
Reasons for reengineering and redesign techniques to become this important is because software
tends to never reach a point of being finished, and the operational lifetime is quite unpredictable
at time of design, implementation and deployment. Some applications will not exceed a few years
of operation while other applications will still be business-critical for an organization after ten or
even twenty years. During their long lifetime these applications usually are extended, modified
and tuned to implement business changes and to optimize its usage in an organization. Due to
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years of investment these applications are specifically tailored for the business needs and therefore are of great value (Sommerville, 2001).
However, applications that exist for over ten years do have some problems that make modifications and extensions more difficult with the increased lifetime and that prevent them from keeping up with the advances that are made in computer industry. For example opportunities the
World Wide Web presents, like direct access to the systems for internal and external partners or
customers, are not available because of the proprietary nature of these systems (Bi et al., 2001).
Other problems legacy applications faces are:
• Difficult user interfaces that prevent easy access and high productivity;
• Legacy applications usually run on dedicated and obsolete hardware which might be slow and
expensive to maintain;
• Software maintenance and extension can be expensive for several reasons like high complexity, obsolete programming language (compared to other technologies the organization uses to
build applications), lack of up to date documentation and unavailability of development personnel who designed the system;
• Integration with other systems can be difficult because of missing interfaces.
In order to keep using legacy applications because of their proofed functionality and to deal with
the above problems several redesign approaches of legacy information systems are proposed in
literature, which generally can be divided in three categories: redevelopment, wrapping and migration (Bisbal, Lawless, Bing Wu, & Grimson, 1999). Although this is a clear categorization of
redesign approaches, a redesign or reengineering project usually does not use either one of the
approaches. Rather, such a project uses a combination at component level; for example a migration project, in which components are reused, wrapped behind new interfaces. In this section the
redesign approaches will be explained in more detail including some examples.

Redevelopment of Legacy Applications
Redevelopment of legacy applications involves the complete application to be redeveloped from
scratch using a new hardware platform and modern architecture, new software development tools
and new databases. Although this approach might be feasible in small scale applications, in large
scale software environments there are some major disadvantages. First of all this approach obviously leads to the most changes in the system as none of the implemented functionality and data
of the application is reused. Second, the legacy application needs to be shutdown at once during
replacement, which makes it difficult to verify the workings of the new system. Because of these
disadvantages this approach usually results in a project of high risk and high costs. Several strategies and tools that support redevelopment are available although most of these are considered too
high level or have not been applied in practice (Bi, Hull, & Nicholl, 2001; Bisbal et al., 1999).

Wrapping and Migration of Legacy Applications
Wrapping and migration are two approaches that involve the redesign of legacy applications using the system’s original data and functionality. Compared to redevelopment these approaches
have less impact on the original system and a lower risk because proofed functionality can be reused in the new system.
Wrapping is an approach that hides existing applications or components behind a new, more accessible layer. In case of wrapping complete applications, a new layer is added on top of the legacy application exposing the interfaces of the application to (new) remote clients. The legacy application remains as it is and the new layer makes the application look new and improved. Be-
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cause the legacy application itself is not modified, proofed functionality remains the same while
user interface and integration with other systems can be improved through the implementation of
the new layer. On the other hand, because the legacy application itself is not changed there is little improvement in terms of performance, it still runs on the same hardware, and maintenance
will be as difficult as before. Although wrapping in this form is relatively fast to implement, it is
considered a short term solution (Bisbal et al., 1999).
Migration is a more complex approach in which the legacy application is moved to a more flexible environment, reusing components of the legacy system in the new environment. Migration
requires a much deeper understanding of legacy application and will have a greater impact as
compared to wrapping an entire application. The advantage is that it offers long term benefits like
more flexibility, better system understanding, easier maintenance and reduced costs. The problem
is however that because of the huge amount of different legacy applications in operation, all having their specific problems, it is unlikely that a single generic migration method will be suitable
for all systems (Bisbal et al., 1999). The same authors point out that despite the existence of a
generic migration method a set of comprehensive guidelines is essential to drive the migration
project, although all known successful migration-like projects in literature describe ad hoc solutions to the specific problems.
The key to wrapping and migration of legacy applications is the implementation of middleware,
either as a communication layer on top of the complete application in case of wrapping or between the decomposed components in a migration project. Depending on the nature of the legacy
application and the environment in which the application is target to operate, different middleware products and implementation strategies are proposed in literature.
Implementations based on the Common Object Request Broker Architecture (CORBA) middleware are frequently used because different language support, available implementations for diverse computing platforms, and the complete functionality CORBA provides. Solutions using
CORBA for middleware are frequently based on an approach in which only the presentation layer
is converted and the legacy application is considered a distributed object, accessible in a heterogeneous computing environment (Chiang, 2001; Controneo, Mazzocca, Romano, & Russo,
2002). Besides CORBA implementations other known implementations are based on Java Remote Method Invocation (RMI) (Bi et al., 2001) and Web Services.
Web Services is a relatively new middleware that is used for redesigning legacy applications. Because of its language independent nature Web Services is starting to become a very popular middleware technology for new solutions and for wrapping legacy applications to make them available to the World Wide Web (Litoiu, 2004; Microsoft, 2003; Zhu, 2003). Due to the advantages
of platform independency by using the HyperText Transfer Protocol (HTTP) and the Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP), the implementation of Web Services does affect the response time
of the application negatively (Litoiu, 2004). Although this does not necessarily have to be a problem for every application, it needs to be considered when using Web Services.

Terminal Based Solutions
A technique that can not be classified as a redesign approach but is widely used for centralizing
stand-alone applications are terminal based solutions, of which the most popular examples are
Windows Terminal Server and Citrix® MetaFrame®. With these solutions the server runs specific terminal-server software and the stand-alone application is centralized. Users access the
software through specific client software in which only the user interface of the application is
transported over the network using respectively Microsoft’s Remote Desktop Protocol (RDP)
(Microsoft, 2002a) and Citrix® Independent Computer Architecture (ICA) (Citrix, 2004).
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This approach of terminal based wrapping provides several advantages like easy application deployment, performance improvement in certain situations (for example web browsing on PDA’s
(Lai et al., 2004)) and access possibilities from various client platforms in case of the ICA protocol. However, as with the wrapping strategy at application level, explained in the previous section
the application remains the same and there are no improvements in terms of scalability (each client starts its own complete instance of the application), integration with other systems and extension to different user interfaces.
Another problem, specifically related to this project, is the control of hardware peripherals connected to the client machine. Although most terminal based solutions provide redirection features
of serial ports the control of the Electronic Funds Transfer (EFT) terminal, which provides electronic payments, is currently expected by certification institutes to run on the client’s computer.

Summary
Although the POS application that is subject to redesign can not really be considered a legacy
application and does not face the same problems these applications do, the advances made in redesigning legacy applications do apply to this project.
The majority of solutions found in literature propose migration solutions in which the presentation layer of the legacy application is replaced by a middleware implementation, exposing the
interface for use by new remote clients and enabling integration with other systems. Migration
projects in which the legacy application is decomposed and moved to a new environment are less
known because the legacy application is generally considered too large and complex to predict
the risk and feasibility of the project.
The terminal based solutions provide an easy transition from a stand-alone application to a centralized solution. However, wrapping the application in a terminal based solution has its limitations in terms of flexibility, scalability, extension to implement different user interfaces, and control of hardware peripherals.
Given the advantages and disadvantages of the examined redesign approaches and the nature of
the POS application it is expected that a combination of migration and wrapping at component
level, as proposed by (Bisbal et al., 1999), will provide the most flexible solution for redesign of
the stand-alone POS application to client/server architecture.

Redesign to Client/Server Architecture
The application that is subject to redesign to client/server architecture is a POS application, which
provides complete functionality for a retail business to handle transactions. In this section a solution will be proposed to redesign this specific application to client/server architecture based on a
migration scenario in which the application is decomposed in client and server components.
The POS is one component in a total retail automation system at which customers buy products
that are offered by a company. At the POS products and payments are registered in a transaction
which is send across the network to the ‘Back Office’ application when completed. For support of
the process of selling products different hardware peripherals are attached to the POS computer
like a customer display, a scanner, a receipt printer and a cash drawer.
One of the major requirements of the POS application is high-availability, being able to serve
customers in almost any condition of the IT infrastructure. With this requirement the POS application is designed as a stand-alone application in a way that operation will not fail when infrastructure resources are not available.
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The complete POS configuration is a combination of four components, described in the left part
of Figure 1. The POS application uses a local SQL Server database for data like product and price
information. This data is updated through messages from Back Office applications, which first
arrive in the Message Queue of the POS and are then processed by the Message Processor, a service application. Information that has to be sent to the BackOffice (like transaction data) is composed by the POS application and send, via a queue, to a remote server.

Figure 1: Overview of Redesign POS Application
The Message Queue implementation is an important component in the POS system as it provides
a complete loosely coupled (asynchronous) integration between POS and BackOffice. Using the
Message Queue the POS application is independent and unaware of the infrastructure’s status and
messages are guaranteed to arrive at their destination.
When the POS configuration is redesigned to client/server architecture the initial requirement of
high-availability will be compromised because the application becomes fully dependent of the IT
infrastructure. Moreover, when the infrastructure is unavailable all POS applications will fail to
operate. The risk of infrastructure failure is inevitable in client/server architecture and has to be
mitigated by use of redundant components in the infrastructure.
For redesigning the stand-alone POS configuration into client/server architecture the following
goal is defined:
Redesign of the stand-alone POS application to client/server architecture in which the client side
application is designed as thin as possible to lower the hardware requirements at the POS computer. After redesign the application is able to operate in different deployment scenarios in a way
that different client/server configurations are possible, as well as a stand-alone configuration
when necessary.
Considering this project’s goal the current stand-alone POS configuration can be redesigned to
client/server architecture in two scenarios:
• Two-tier architecture: Redesign and centralize the SQL Server database and Message Processor for use by multiple POS applications and leave the POS application unchanged; and
• Three-tier / N-tier architecture: In addition to the first step, redesign the POS application to
client/server architecture (configuration at the right side of Figure 1).
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Each of these scenarios, including the stand-alone POS solution, has their own advantages and
disadvantages, which are summarized in Table 1.
Table 1: Differences in Point-Of-Sale architectures
Stand-alone
POS

Centralized
Database

Redesigned
POS

Impact of redesign



-

++

Complexity of application

-

-

+

Hardware requirements front-end

++

+

-/--

Hardware requirements server(s)



+/{

+/{

Availability

++

+

+

Front-end replacement impact

++

--

--

Server replacement impact



+

+

Scalability



-

++

Data consistency

-

++

++

Browser based client application





yes

++ very high, + high, - low, -- very low,  none/not available, { depended of number of clients

From the results of Table 1 can be concluded that the centralized database solution provides certain advantages over the stand-alone POS, mostly related to easy front-end replacement in an operational environment and database consistency. However, more flexibility and lower front-end
hardware requirements are expected from the redesigned POS application. Despite the higher impact of the redesign and the higher complexity of the final application the redesigned POS application will be chosen for further investigation because this design will lead to the most flexible
solution.

Redesign of Application
The stand-alone POS application is designed using an Object-Oriented development method and
classes are grouped depending on their functionality in separate packages. Logically these packages can be grouped into three layers: a business tier, a middle tier that provides access to the
business tier from the user interface, the third tier. The packages used in the stand-alone POS application are presented in Figure 2, including the relationships between the packages. For simplicity reasons the model shows only the main packages, for example the package ‘Interface BackOffice’ in reality consists of three sub packages.
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cd Current Architecture
User Interface
UserInterface

Hardw areDev ices

M iddle T ier
UserInterfaceHandler

Hardw areHandler

Business T ier
InterfaceBackOffice

BusinessObj ects

Obj ectRelationalM apping

Figure 2: Stand-alone POS Architecture
In order to decompose this application into client and server components and to make the decision whether specific functionality should operate at the client-side or the server-side a clear understanding is required of the entire functionality of the application. The functionality of each
package in the stand-alone POS application is analyzed and a distinction is made between clientside, server-side and interface functionality in the new architecture.
Based on a functional decomposition it is clear what functionality will operate at the client-side
and the server-side of the redesigned application. The client-side application will contain the user
interface and the handling of hardware peripherals and all other functionality will be moved to the
server-side. Moving the functionality to the server-side can be accomplished using two different
scenarios:
• Three-tier architecture: one server application that contains all functionality; and
• N-tier architecture: decomposition of the server functionality into more (smaller) server applications.
The first scenario has the advantage that it will be less complex to develop and maintain and the
client only needs to access one server for all remote functionality. On the other hand, the second
scenario will be more flexible in terms of scalability and load balancing because of multiple
smaller server applications. For example, with a small number of clients all server applications
can run on one server in order to achieve sufficient performance, while in cases of many clients
each server application might run on separate servers or even multiple servers running the same
server application.
Because of the increased flexibility of the second scenario this scenario will be used for the redesigned POS application. The key components that are identified for design as separate server applications are presented in Figure 3 and described in Table 2.
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cd Redesign Architecture
Client

UserInterface

Hardw areDev ices

Hardw areHandler

Server

POS
UserInterface
Serv er

POS
Authorization
Serv er

POS
Transaction
Serv er

POS
Ticket
Serv er

InterfaceBackOffice

BusinessObj ects

Obj ectRelationalM apping

Figure 3: Redesigned C/S POS Architecture

Table 2: Functional description of server applications
Server component

Description

POS Authorization Server

Authentication of clients and cashiers to grant access for use of the Pos
Transaction Server.

POS Transaction Server

Registration of POS transactions. For verification of clients requesting a
transaction registration the POS Authorization Server is used

POS Ticket Server

Composer of tickets to be printed directly on the receipt printer

POS User Interface Server

Information provider for dynamic user interface components like lay-out
of the customer display and functions of on-screen buttons and keyboard

The interaction between the client application and the server applications is presented in the sequence diagram of Figure 4. The sequence diagram describes the application’s start up, a cashier
who logs in at the client and performs a registration of one transaction after which the session is
finished by logging off.
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sd Ov e rv iew Redesign Application
:Client Application

:POS UserInterface
Serv er

:POS Authorization
Serv er

:POS Transaction
Serv er

:POS Ticket Serv er

:Cashier

GetUserInterface(Client)
[Client Start Up]
Login()
Login(Clien t, int, string)
SellItem ()
T ran sactionInform ation

RegisterProduct(Cli ent, int)
[1..N]

VerifyClient(Client)
{No T ransaction Active}

ReceivePaym ent()
T ran sactionInform ation

Cashier

Regi sterPaym ent(Client, T ender, decim al)
[1..N]

EndT ransaction()
EndT ransactio n(Client)

int

StoreT ransa ction()

T i cketInform ation

GetT icket(Client, i nt)

PrintT icke t()

Logoff()

Logoff(Client)

Figure 4: Sequence Diagram 'Operation of C/S POS Application'
At start up of the client application a Client object is created for identification of the client application which is passed in all calls to the server applications. Also the ‘Pos User Interface
Server’ is accessed to retrieve information about the dynamic parts of the user interface. Next step
is for the cashier to login to the application. The cashier will be verified and stored by the ‘POS
Authorization Server’ and after successful authorization the cashier can start to register products
and payments using the ‘POS Transaction Server’. At the first registration of a product the request will be verified at the ‘POS Authorization Server’ to prevent unauthorized use of the server
and when successful an active transaction will be created and registered at the server. All products and payments that are registered afterwards will be added to the client’s active transaction.
When all products and payments are registered the cashier can end the transaction. This will
cause the transaction to be stored and the ‘POS Ticket Server’ can use this transaction to compose
a receipt to be printed by the client’s hardware.

Transition Strategy
An important final step in this redesign approach to a client/server POS is replacement of the current POS application in a production environment. Three different transition strategies are possible (Bisbal et al., 1999):
• Cut-and-Run: Replace the stand-alone POS application for the complete redesigned application;
• Parallel Operations: Running the complete redesigned POS application in parallel of existing
POS application;
• Phased Interoperability: Implement the redesigned POS application in ‘small’ iterations and
deploy each step in a production scenario.
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The Cut-and-Run and Parallel Operations strategies are both situations in which the complete
application is implemented at once. Of these strategies the Parallel Operations approach is the
more realistic situation because the new application can be tested in parallel with the original
application, verifying the results of both applications.
The main disadvantage of both these approaches is the time it takes to implement the new application. During the implementation it is not unlikely that the original application is subject to
modification and needs to be deployed quickly. This might be impossible because of the redesign
implementation in progress. An alternative is to maintain the two applications in parallel. In this
case changes have to be implemented in both applications, which is less desirable because of the
risks it involves.
In case of the redesigned application based on the proposed design of using multiple server applications the best transition strategy to use is Phased Interoperability. In this strategy the application is implemented in small manageable iterations. The application can be tested and deployed
with each iteration and required application modifications can be included if necessary. A possible sequence of implementation iterations can be:
1. Centralize database and Message Processor;
2. Implementation of the ‘POS User Interface Server’;
3. Implementation of the ‘POS Authorization Server’;
4. Implementation of the ‘POS Ticket Server’;
5. Implementation of the ‘POS Transaction Server’.

Design of Application
Based on the proposed design of the client/server POS a proto-type client/server POS will be designed and implemented. The intention of this proto-type application is to evaluate the feasibility
of a client/server POS application, the proposed design and the technical aspects of the implementation.
For this proto-type application only the core functionality of the original POS application will be
implemented and to avoid interference with the continuous development of the stand-alone application no original source code will be used. However, the design of the proto-type will match
with the original design so the proto-type application can be used as an implementation model for
the migration of the original application.
From the proposed design the parts that will be designed and implemented are the ‘Pos Authorization Server’, the ‘Pos Transaction Server’ and two variants of client applications, a Windows
Desktop client application and a Web browser client application.
The defined functionality of the proto-type application involves the design of two server applications, the ‘POS Authorization Server’ and the ‘POS Transaction Server’, which are identified in
the architectural design of Figure 3.
For evaluation of different type of client-side applications the proto-type application will be designed with two different client applications: the ‘POS Client Application’ and the ‘POS Web
Client’. The ‘POS Client Application’ is a Windows desktop application of which the userinterface will be equal to the current POS application. The ‘POS Web Client’ is a web application
that runs in a web browser and therefore the user interface will have a slightly different look and
feel.
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Both client applications will be equal in functionality and operate using the same server applications. The web application however does
require a Web Server at the server-side in front
of the server applications to create the web
pages for the browser. In Figure 5 the design of
the complete proto-type application is presented.

General Design Server Applications
The server applications identified for the prototype application are both designed using the
same design model, which is shown in Figure 6.
Figure 5: Overview Client/Server
Application Design

In this model the server application is divided in
three layers (packages) to provide a clear distinction in the functionality can be accessed by
clients, the functionality that is specifically for
operation of the server and the business model.
Furthermore, this design hides the server’s implementation from the client, making it possible
to change and deploy the server’s implementation without modification of the client applications.
Interface
The interface layer is a collection of class definitions that describe the services the server application offers. The interface layer is a separate
package that can be included in the client application for access to these services. In this interface layer two types of objects are defined:
Remote Objects

Objects that run on the server and clients can
obtain a reference to these objects for method
invocation. In the interface layer only the interface classes (or the abstract classes) of the remote objects are defined to hide the object’s implementation.
Figure 6: Server Application Design

Interface Objects

Objects that can be created by the client or the server which are used to interchange information
between the client and the server (passed as method parameters or return values).
Server Implementation
The Server Implementation contains the classes that realize the server application. In this layer
the Remote Objects are implemented which are defined in the Interface. Classes can be added in
this layer to support the server’s functionality.
Business Model
The Business Model contains the classes that define the business logic of the application.
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Considering the original POS application of Figure 2 the Server Implementation will typically
contain the functionality that is extracted from the User Interface and the Middle Tier. The Business Model contains the packages from the Business Tier. In case of this redesign approach the
packages of the original application can be used without modification, shared across the different
server applications.

Implementation of Application
The original POS application was developed from scratch nearly three years ago with Microsoft
Visual Studio .NET (now version 2003), using C# as the programming language. This means that
the application is built with the .NET Framework and is managed and executed by the Common
Language Runtime (CLR), which is similar to the Java Virtual Machine.
The fact that the application is already developed in an up-to-date development environment
brings a huge advantage in the redesign approach as the source code does not have to be ported to
a new development environment. Moreover, in comparison to COM/DCOM Microsoft now supports greatly improved possibilities for distributed computing which makes middleware from
other manufactures less desirable to use in this redesign implementation.
Considering all features of the available frameworks the choice for this project’s implementation
is the .NET Remoting framework. The reason for this choice is that the interoperability features
of Web Services and the services of Enterprise Services are not required and .NET Remoting
provides the highest performance in communication between client and server.
For this project the server applications will be hosted in a Windows Service and the communication parameters will be TCP/Binary. However, because of the flexibility of .NET Remoting the
hosting and communication parameters can easily be changed when for example security services
are required in specific deployment scenarios.

Deployment of Application
The implemented redesign approach of decomposing the POS application into multiple distinct
server applications introduces possibilities for flexible deployment of the application. The deployment scenarios can be based on the customer’s specific needs, without modification of the
software. This section discusses different scenarios of deployment for the POS application.

Single Computer Scenario
The single computer scenario is basically no different than the current POS application. All server
applications and the client application run on each POS’s computer. In this scenario there is no
additional value for using the Web Browser Client application and it is therefore recommended to
use the Windows Desktop Client application. This deployment scenario can be used in companies
with a single POS or situations of multiple POS’s that require utmost elimination of any possibility in infrastructure failure. The disadvantage of this scenario is the requirement of the hardware
resources of the POS computer, which will as high as the current POS application.

Single Server Scenario
In a single server scenario, in which the server applications as well as the database run on a single
server, the advantages of the client/server application start to emerge. The hardware requirements
of the POS computer can be significantly reduced and adding new clients (or replacing clients)
will be quick and easy. The obvious disadvantage in this scenario is the single point of failure that
is introduced by the single server. If this server fails to operate all client applications in the configuration will fail. Therefore this scenario is less recommended to be used in a production envi-
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ronment; at least one server should be added in the configuration to reduce the risk of unavailability.

Multiple Server Scenario
To mitigate the risk of single point of failure of the previous single server scenario multiple servers can be introduced in the deployment configuration. In Figure 7 one of many possible scenarios of multi server deployment is presented.

- POS
- POS
- POS
- POS

User Interface Server
Authorization Server
Transaction Server
Ticket Server

.NET Remoting
Communication

HTTP
Communication

Web Farm
Thin Web Clients

Application
Servers

.NET Remoting
Communication

Database Server
Failover Cluster

Thin Windows Desktop
Clients

Figure 7: Deployment of Point-Of-Sale
In this multi server scenario the server applications are deployed across multiple servers. The
Web Server, optionally placed in a demilitarized zone (DMZ) using firewalls, serves the web clients by providing the web pages. The Database Server runs the SQL Server database engine.
Again these servers introduce single points of failure in the configuration, which can be eliminated if necessary using respectively a web farm and a database Failover Cluster (Microsoft,
2004a). These solutions basically add redundant servers that take over operation seamlessly if the
primary server fails.
The Application Servers in the configuration are a series of servers that run the server applications of the POS application. The number of servers used for the Application Servers depend on
the number of clients that are defined in the configuration although at least two servers are necessary to mitigate the risk of unavailability. When more clients are added to the configuration and
the response time of the server applications increases, the performance of the Application Servers
can be upgraded by adding more servers to the configuration.
For implementation of the Application Servers that provide the described functionality of redundancy and scaling out (adding more servers to improve performance) two different solutions are
possible: Manual Load Balancing and Automatic Load Balancing.

Manual load balancing
With manual load balancing the POS application is configured manually at time of deployment.
The server applications are all installed at multiple server computers and the client applications
are assigned to use the server application from a specific server. Additionally the clients are assigned to a second server that can be used in case the primary server is unavailable.
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Most important advantage in this solution is its simplicity of implementation, although the client
application has to be programmed to connect to the redundancy server in case of failure of the
primary server. The downside is that the workload is not evenly balanced among the servers, especially when some of the client applications are temporarily not used. And, when servers are
added the clients have to be redistributed manually across the servers.

Automatic load balancing
The problems that are identified with Manual Load Balancing can be solved by the technique of
Automatic Load Balancing. With Automatic Load Balancing the clients are not assigned to specific servers at deployment but automatically at run-time using a central located Load Balancer.
The Load Balancer receives all requests from the clients and based on a specific algorithm each
request is redirected to one of the application servers.
The advantage of Automatic Load Balancing is that the server configuration is transparent from a
client’s point of view, only one (virtual) server exists, and the workload is optimal balanced over
the existing servers. However, Automatic Load Balancing is a complex technology and many diverse implementations exist. These solutions can be distinguished in hardware and software solutions, and static and dynamic solutions.
It is expected that Automatic Load Balancing can play and important role in the future deployment of the client/server POS application, especially when the configuration involves a large
number of client applications. When Automatic Load Balancing is considered for implementation
further detailed research is required in this area, which is beyond the scope of the project at this
stage.

Reflection on Design Decisions
In this section the proposed design and implementation aspects of redesigning the POS application to client/server architecture will be evaluated using the experience of building the proto-type
client/server application.

Redesign Approach
The redesign approach conducted for this project’s POS application is based on the techniques of
wrapping and migration. The application is first decomposed in client-side and server-side functionality with the goal to create a client application that is as thin as possible to limit the front end
hardware requirements. The result of the decomposition is a client application that only contains
the user interface and the control of hardware peripherals, while the remaining functionality is
moved to the server-side. In addition, the server-side functionality is further decomposed in different components to create smaller units of functionality.
This approach has resulted in a client/server application existing of four server applications that
cooperate to provide the complete POS functionality to the thin clients. In comparison to a threetier client/server solution, having only one server application, this N-tier design of multiple applications has the disadvantage of being more complex to monitor and maintain in an operational
environment. However, the N-tier solution provides important benefits in flexibility and overall
performance that outweighs this disadvantage. Because each server application is dedicated to
provide only a small part of the total functionality, multiple client applications that are in different
stages of the transaction-process can be served in parallel. Moreover, duplicates of each server
application deployed across multiple servers allow parallel access to the same functionality. This
flexibility in scalability and load-balancing leads to quicker response times and overall performance which cannot be achieved in a three-tier design.
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Implementation
The implementation of moving to a client/server POS mainly involves the development of the
server applications. These server applications wrap the packages of the business tier and are implemented using extracted source code from the user-interface-tier and the middle tier. Considering the total impact of the implementation the highest impact will be extraction of the source
code, moving it from the middle-tier packages and the user-interface to the specific server applications. The original packages of the business tier are used without modification.
Using the transition strategy of Phased Interoperability the redesign project can be implemented
in small iterations, implementing one specific server application per iteration. This transition
strategy makes the project considerably more manageable and less of risk because each iteration
can be fully tested against the original application and deployed if necessary.
Another aspect in the implementation phase is the middleware that is used for communication
between client and server application. Different middleware technologies are explored and given
the development environment of the application, a technology supported by the .NET Framework
is preferred because of easy integration and future development of the application. The middleware technology of choice is .NET Remoting as this provides synchronous communication, flexible configuration in communication and security, and the highest performance in communication.
The fact that this technology requires the client application to be developed with the .NET
Framework is for this project not a problem because interoperability with other (third-party) systems is not a requirement. With the implementation and testing of the proto-type application
.NET Remoting showed to be a flexible, high-performance, easy to implement and reliable middleware technology for this type of application.

Client Applications
The POS application is redesigned with the requirement to create a thin-client solution. Only two
functional components of the application are implemented in the client application, the user interface and the control of the hardware peripherals. In addition to the Windows Desktop Client,
which is the result of the implemented redesign, a new Web Browser Client application is developed for support of a browser based application.
Both client applications provide the same functionality although the user interfaces are slightly
different because of the different technologies. The Windows Desktop Client is a ‘normal’ .NET
application in which all functionality of the .NET Framework is available, as well as direct access
to all resources of the client’s computer.
The Web Browser Client is different in this context. The application is developed with ASP.NET
and runs in a web server, Internet Information Server (IIS). From the web server the POS server
applications are accessed using .NET Remoting and the client is only presented an HTML page in
its browser. Using of the browser based client application does have its advantages, especially in
deployment and updating the application because there is only one location to update and all clients automatically use the new version. However, this approach introduces some complexities
because of the browser’s limitations, in this case specifically related to the control of the hardware peripherals.
Accessing the hardware peripherals from a browser is possible using the same standardized technique as the Windows Desktop Client, OPOS (OLE for Retail POS (Monroe, 2004)). Because
this technique is based on ActiveX controls running on the client’s computer these controls are
accessible from an ActiveX enabled browser using client-side scripting (IBM, 2004). For all
hardware peripherals there are OPOS controls available, except for the EFT (Electronic Funds
Transfer) terminal. Currently no standard OPOS implementation exists for EFT terminals and this
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makes usage difficult as controls have to be specifically developed. However, some vendors of
EFT terminals are currently working on TCP/IP terminals (instead of serial communication) that
can be accessed from anywhere in the network. This makes other (centralized) solutions possible
but this will not be available until next year.
Considering both client applications the Windows Desktop Client is less complex to develop and
provides the fastest communication because of direct access to the server applications using .NET
Remoting. The browser based solution provides a ‘thinner’ client application, only a browser and
the OPOS controls are required, and is easier to deploy in an operational environment. However,
this concept introduces additional complexities with hardware peripherals and performance will
be reduced because of the additional web server.

Performance and Reliability
Performance and reliability are two of the most important aspects of the POS application. In the
stand-alone POS application reliability is not dependent of the network infrastructure and performance is directly related to the available resources of the POS’s computer. With the client/server POS application (single/multiple server deployment) both reliability and performance
become dependent of the network infrastructure. Therefore the reliability of the network infrastructure is very important and single points of failure in the infrastructure should be eliminated
using redundant components. Of these redundant components the servers can play an additional
role to improve the overall performance, distributing the workload across the available servers
(load-balancing). Adding redundant components obviously increases the costs of the network infrastructure and maintenance, although these costs are compensated by low-cost POS computers
that are possible because of this client/server concept.
During the test phase the proto-type application is analyzed in different deployment scenarios and
in none of the scenarios problems are encountered in the application’s performance. However, the
proto-type application only consists of a sub-set of functionality from the original application.
This makes it difficult to predict the performance issues related to a total client/server POS application, for example the number of clients per server. These issues have to be evaluated once the
complete application is redesigned. More servers can be added in the configuration when performance turns out to be insufficient, which is possible because of scalability of the application.

Future Work
In this project most important aspects of redesign and implementation of the client/server POS
application are explored and evaluated. However, some issues require further investigation in the
future of this project:
• Research of changes required for the new implementation of .NET Remoting in .NET
Framework 2005, codename Indigo (Microsoft, 2004b);
• Development of a management tool to maintain/monitor the server applications;
• Research of possibilities in automatic load balancing for transparent scalability in large scale
implementations;
• EFT implementation for the Web Browser Client.

Conclusions
Redesigning applications into client/server architectures is a frequently addressed topic in literature. Many papers exist but unfortunately there appears to be no detailed generic method or solution that is suitable for all systems. The reason for this is that applications all have different prob-
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lems and specific solutions are used to solve them. The redesign approaches that are explored describe different solutions, based on wrapping and migration techniques, to provide new userinterfaces and interoperability with other systems.
The redesign approach proposed for the Point-Of-Sale application is similar to the solutions
found in literature. The application is decomposed in a client and server functionality and middleware is implemented to provide the communication. Additionally the server’s functionality is
further decomposed into four distinct server components, which results in a flexible and highly
scalable Point-Of-Sale application.
The implementation of the redesigned application involves the creation of the server applications,
which wraps business tier of the original application and contains the source code extracted from
the user interface and the middle-tier. The functionality of the server application is exposed by the
interface of the server. The interface also includes communication objects that represent a simplified model of the business logic, only containing information that is required in the user interface
of the client application. For communication between client and server applications the middleware product .NET Remoting, provided by the .NET Framework, has proven to be a flexible,
easy to implement and reliable middleware technology in the implementation and tests of the
proto-type application.
Because the business tier of the original application is not modified, the highest impact in the implementation will be rewriting the middle-tier and the user interface packages, moving functionality to the server applications. To make the implementation a manageable project of minimal risk,
a transition strategy named phased interoperability is the most appropriate strategy for this project. Using this strategy the implementation is separated in small iterations of one server application that is fully tested and deployed before moving to the next iteration.
In addition to the Windows Desktop Client, which is the result of the redesign, a second Web
Browser Client application is developed. The browser based client provides advantages specifically in deployment of the client application but introduces complexities related to the control of
the hardware peripherals. Accessing the hardware peripherals is possible using client-side scripting and the OPOS ActiveX controls, although an OPOS control is currently not available for the
EFT terminals.
The redesign approach and implementation of the proto-type application has shown the possibilities of redesigning the Point-Of-Sale to client/server architecture. The flexibility and usability of
the application are greatly improved as different operational configurations are possible by changing the configuration files only. In the future of this project a few aspects have to be explored in
more depth. These aspects involve performance issues, which could not be evaluated completely
because of the reduced proto-type functionality, and automatic load-balancing in case of large
scale implementations. However, due to the flexibility and the ability to scale out the application,
possible future problems in performance can be avoided at any time.
Based on the research, the proposed design, the evaluation of the proto-type application and the
sponsor’s evaluation, this project has now reached a stage at which it is recommended to start the
implementation in the current Point-Of-Sale application, creating new opportunities for use of the
future Point-Of-Sale.
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